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Abstract
Using data from the U.S. National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys, 1999–2014, we tested the hypothesis that excess insulin and hypoxia might be catalysts
for obesity. An empirical model of obesity was constructed using excess insulin and hypoxia as mediators between excess nutrients and obesity. Excess nutrients
upregulate excess insulin, which in turn upregulates intracellular storage of nutrients. Depending on oxygen supply and energy demands, intracellular excess nutrients
are processed via [1] aerobic cellular respiration (producing energy), [2] lipogenesis (leading to obesity), [3] glycation (producing advanced glycation end products),
or [4] lactic acid fermentation (producing lactic acids). One quantile jump in insulin increased the likelihood for obesity; hypoxia did so as well, but with a lesser
magnitude. The intercorrelation between insulin and hypoxia was significant. Prescription medications and excess nutrients had significant positive effects on insulin
and hypoxia. Exercise showed a positive relationship with excess insulin but a negative one with hypoxia. The findings confirmed our hypothesis that excess insulin and
hypoxia were mediators for obesity. Strategies to control obesity should focus on preventing excess insulin and hypoxia through careful lifestyle modifications such as
diet and aerobic exercises before medical or pharmacological therapy.

Obesity, a pandemic in the U.S. [1], is continuing to worsen. In
2013–2014, more than a third of American adults (37.7%) were obese,
with a body mass index (BMI) of ≥30. That figure represents an increase
of 7.2% from the years 1999–2000, roughly equivalent to 16 million
people. During the same period in the U.S., the prevalence of the
morbidly obese (BMI ≥40) increased from 4.7% to 7.7% in 2013–2014,
representing 6.7 million. Perhaps not surprisingly, bariatric surgery
grew from 158,000 cases in 2011 to 216,000 in 2016 [2].
Obesity, the accumulation of excess body fat, is linked to many
chronic conditions or diseases as a cause of comorbidities, which
include asthma [3], type 2 diabetes [4,5], rheumatoid arthritis [6],
cardiovascular diseases [7,8], cancer [9], depression [10,11], and
dementia [12,13]. On average, an obese person incurred $3,429
more healthcare costs (in 2013 dollars) from 2006 to 2013 than did
a non-obese person [14]. Beyond that, the social costs of obesity are
incalculable.
Despite enormous efforts to curtail the rising trend in obesity,
the war against obesity is losing its footing, with no clear strategy
to overcome this challenge in sight [15]. This is not because the
causes of obesity are unknown; the WHO’s International Statistical
Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems version
10 (ICD-10) identified excess calories and drugs as obesity’s most
important causes. But homocentric theories of obesity at both macro
and micro levels seem to have prevailed and misguided the practice of
obesity control. At the macro level, for example, the homeostatic theory
of obesity has suggested “a circle of discontent” linking weight gain,
body dissatisfaction, negative affect, and overconsumption, resulting
in strategies to overcome the obesity epidemic such as putting a stop to
victim-blaming, stigma, and discrimination and revalorizing the thin
ideal, among others [16]. At the micro level, extensive studies of genetic
and biochemical mechanisms have linked excess nutrients to obesity as
a byproduct of metabolism, but the linking mechanisms are still poorly
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understood. This may be because the genetic and molecular processes
of metabolism are complex and complicated, but it may also be that a
homocentric misinterpretation of the role of insulin, one of the most
critical hormones in metabolism, has prevailed in research.
It is well known that insulin regulates uptake of nutrients (glucose,
fatty acids, and amino acids) [17]. Further, insulin concentration
modulates hepatic lipogenesis in mice [18], indicating that excess
insulin could lead to obesity. Nevertheless, insulin has been regarded
as nonessential to obesity [19], with obesity-induced insulin resistance
leading to type 2 diabetes [20,21], or simply as part of a continual,
concurrent progression along with obesity. In the carbohydrate–
insulin model of obesity [22] that identified insulin as a cause of obesity,
insulin resistance works selectively to make non-adipocytes starve and
adipocytes fat at the same time [23]. In this paper, we present a series
of analyses of a national dataset to demonstrate the mediating role of
insulin and oxygen for obesity. We also discuss the implications and
applicability of this knowledge for preventing and managing obesity
and obesity-related chronic conditions.

Methods
Theoretical framework
We hypothesize that the linking mechanisms between the causes
identified by the ICD-10 (e.g., excess calories and drugs) and obesity
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are two mediators: (a) excess insulin and (b) hypoxia. These mediators
are catalysts for the transformation of nutrients to energy through
cellular respiration. Figure 1 schematically depicts this relationship.

Insulin as keeper
Vertebrate insulin is a peptide hormone secreted by pancreatic beta
cells. Insulin has 51 amino acid residues in two chains; the molecular
structures of vertebrate insulins are so similar that they are clinically
exchangeable [24]. Insulin’s simple structure and universal function
indicate that it evolved to perform a specific and essential function - to
store nutrients [25]. In addition, insulin is structurally and functionally
robust against mutations; only three cases of nonsense mutant human
insulin have been reported since the 1960s [26,27].
Because insulin is such a potent hormone, it is tightly controlled
and regulated. Insulin secretion is influenced by plasma glucose,
which is in turn affected by food intake, autonomic circadian rhythm,
neurological responses such as memory, or physiological conditions
such as acute and chronic illnesses or exercise [28-30]. When
glucose enters the portal vein, the pancreatic beta cells secrete and
release insulin into the bloodstream almost immediately. Pancreatic
glucose-sensing mechanisms in carnivores and non-carnivores are
fundamentally similar [31]. The pancreatic glucose sensor detects the
glucose level, which triggers a cascade of insulin secretion into the
portal vein accordingly [32]. Further, because fat-sensing receptors
exist in pancreatic beta cells [33], secretion increases at the presence of
fatty acids and possibly other nutrients (e.g., amino acids, triglycerides).
It is therefore reasonable to assume that the amount of plasma insulin
is proportional to that of plasma nutrients, which include not only
glucose but also fatty acids, and possibly amino acids.
Plasma nutrients must be transferred from the bloodstream and the
interstitial space to intracellular space as quickly as possible; prompt
processing may be mandatory to reduce the chances for glycation
[34,35]. Through the action of insulin, they are stored in three different
types of cells for different time periods: (a) adipocytes, for days or
months; (b) hepatocytes, for several hours; (c) all other cells, for a few
minutes. The exact mechanism of allocating nutrients into the three
storage compartments is unknown, but factors including the anabolic
capacity of hepatocytes (e.g., glycogenesis and lipogenesis), excess

nutrients, and the cell’s energy demands may be involved. Because
insulin increases the intracellular uptake of glucose and fatty acids
by increasing the number of glucose transporters (e.g., GLUT4) [36]
and fatty acid transporters [37], all nutrients (glucose, fatty acids, and
possibly amino acids) are stored regardless of cell types.
If excess nutrients enter the portal vein, surplus nutrients pass
through the liver to be released directly into the bloodstream while
further increasing insulin secretion. Through the increased action of
insulin, more nutrients enter the intracellular compartments, possibly
along with the insulin and the insulin receptor complex [38].

Hypoxia in cell respiration
Once nutrients move into cells other than adipocytes or hepatocytes,
they cannot return to the intercellular space or bloodstream. Oxygen
is so critical in cell respiration that it must be continually supplied. If
oxygen supply stops for several minutes, cell destruction (i.e., death)
begins. Living organisms do not carry extra oxygen tanks, because
oxygen is abundant and ubiquitous. But the omnipresent abundance
of oxygen does not imply that it is less significant than excess nutrients
are for obesity, for which foods are scarce and sporadic. The impacts of
hypoxia or hyperoxia can be deadly and immediate.
Several factors influence the oxygen supply to cells, including O2
and CO2 concentration, plasma acidity, and temperature [39]. Besides
respiratory system dysfunctions (e.g., alveolar hypoventilation),
hemoglobin health is critical because hemoglobin carries oxygen to
tissues. If plasma glucose is attached to hemoglobin (i.e., glycated),
the affected hemoglobin is no longer able to move oxygen because of
glucose’s affinity to oxygen: It holds the oxygen to the iron (Fe) receptacle
forever, and the captured oxygen is not released, regardless of CO2
concentration. Therefore, oxygen supply is inversely proportional to
glycated hemoglobin (i.e., hemoglobin A1c, or A1C for short), because
the glycation rate is constant over time [40]. The higher the A1C, the
less the oxygen delivered to cells, resulting in de facto hypoxia.
A glucose molecule enters glycolysis, which generates 2 adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) molecules and 2 pyruvates, and this process does
not require oxygen in the cytosol. Pyruvate enters the mitochondria
into the citric acid cycle (i.e., cell respiration) when oxygen is sufficient.
Fatty acids go through the more complicated process to become acetyl
coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA) via beta oxidation to enter the citric acid
cycle [41], which requires more oxygen.
Under the hypoxic condition when energy demand is low, excess
acetyl-CoA is put back into lipogenesis to synthesize triglycerides
[42], which is most likely to increase the cell volume and weight.
When energy demand increases, the pyruvate goes through lactic
acid fermentation. This process not only generates less energy but
also produces lactic acids, a deadly combination that leads to several
problems: “(a) collapse of Na+ and K+ gradients, (b) depolarization of
membranes, (c) cellular uptake of Cl−, (d) cell swelling, (e) increased
cytosolic Ca2+ concentration, and finally, (f) decreased cytosolic pH,
resulting in intracellular acidosis in tumor cells” [43, p. 267].

Sample selection and analysis

Figure 1. Theoretical framework of obesity, in which excess insulin and hypoxia mediate
personal factors (excess calories, drugs and sedentary lifestyle) for obesity, which in turn
leads to other physical and/or mental problems. Because obesity is a continuous process,
there can be a feedback loop that may reinforce/accelerate the process, but the effects of the
feedback loop can be negligible.
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This report is a secondary analysis of data from the annual
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), the
most comprehensive assessment of the nation’s health status [44]. To
increase the power and precision of estimates, we combined the 8 cycles
of surveys from 1999 through 2014, using the appropriate sampling
weights: For data extraction and management, including missing
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observations, we followed the official guideline [45]. We used STATA
(version 14; College Station, TX) for analysis, with P < 0.05 considered
significant in two-tailed tests.

Measurements
The NHANES provides BMI (kg/m2) as a proxy variable for obesity.
We excluded children (age <20) from our analysis, because their BMI
can be interpreted differently than adults’ [45]. The NHANES reported
fasting plasma insulin (hereafter “insulin”), endogenous and exogenous
combined, in uU/ml and pmol/L from a total of 24,963 persons. For
analysis, we used insulin measured in pmol/L and distributed in
quantiles.
A1C was used as an indicator of hypoxia. For example, 6.0% A1C
can deliver 3% more oxygen to target cells than can 9.0% A1C. This 3%
makes a huge difference, because a person breathes on average more
than 30,000 times a day. Higher A1C results in a shortage of oxygen—
hypoxia. The NHANES reports A1C as a percentage of glycated
hemoglobin in red cells. We used the actual values in percentages as
well as distributed in quantiles in our analysis.
Energy from fat, as a proxy of excess calories, ranged from 0%
to 93%. We used its distribution in quantiles in our analysis. Daily
exercise was calculated from a series of questions and reclassified into
four categories (0 = no daily exercise, 1 = less than 30 minutes, 2 = less
than 60 minutes, 3 = more than or equal to 60 minutes). The number of
prescription drugs, extracted from interview questions on drugs, ranged
from no prescription drugs to 23 different drugs, with a mean of 1.9
drugs in the whole population of age 21 or older, and 3.3 drugs among
those who were taking prescription drugs. Those who were taking more
than 3 medications were combined into one group, which resulted in
four categories (0 = none, 1 = one drug, 2 = two drugs, 3 = three drugs
or more).

Results
Obesity distribution
From 1999 through 2014, about one third (32.2%) of Americans
age 21 or older were normal in body weight, another third (34.1%) were
overweight, and the remaining third were obese (28.0%) or morbidly
obese (5.9%). The BMI distribution by sex was bell-shaped, with a peak
for age at 50s in women and 60s in men and a valley at 80s for both
genders. In each age group (in 10s), BMI was not statistically different
between women and men. A similar bell-shaped BMI distribution
was found for race and age, but it was highest in Blacks, followed
by Mexican Americans, Whites, and others. The differences were
statistically significant for each age group except those in their 70s and
80s (Figure 2).

Factors associated with obesity
Obesity, measured by ordered categories of BMI (normal, <25;
overweight, ≥ 25; obese, ≥ 30; morbidly obese, ≥ 40), was significantly
correlated with several variables among demographic characteristics,
metabolism-related biomarkers, diet and exercise, and hematological
characteristics. Those with normal BMI were younger than the
overweight or obese. Males were more overweight or obese than
females, but less morbidly obese. Compared with Whites, Blacks and
Mexican Americans were more overweight or obese; Blacks were more
morbidly obese than Whites. Others, including Asian Americans,
were less overweight or obese than Whites. Education level and family
income were inversely correlated with obesity.
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Figure 2. Body Mass Index distribution by race and age (in 10s), with 95% confidence
intervals. (Data source: National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, 1999–2014.)

Metabolism-related biomarkers were positively correlated with
obesity; these included systolic and diastolic blood pressure, blood
sugar, A1C, total cholesterol, C-peptide (the prohormone to insulin),
insulin, and C-reactive protein as a marker of inflammation. Among
these, insulin and A1C were prominent (Figure 3). Both insulin and
A1C were proportional to obesity, but insulin was stable across all age
groups, whereas A1C tended to increase with age.

Schematic path model of obesity
Based on our proposed theoretical framework, several variables
were included in a path model to explain obesity; their relationships
are schematically depicted in Figure 3. We ran a series of ordered
logistic regressions and obtained odds ratios with standard errors.
All relationships were statistically significant, and the magnitudes
and directions were as expected. For example, persons in the higher
quantile for insulin were more likely to be obese than persons in the
lower quantile. The likelihood of being overweight or obese increased
exponentially when quantiles were compared with the 1st quantile for
insulin: For persons in the 2nd quantile, OR = 2.90, 95% CI: 2.52, 3.24,
t = 18.8, P < 0.001; for persons in the 3rd quantile, OR = 7.52, 95% CI:
6.78, 8.34, t = 38.7, P < 0.001; and for persons in the 4th quantile, OR =
24.86, 95% CI: 21.61, 28.61, t = 45.4, P < 0.001.
Similar significant relationships were observed between hypoxia
and obesity, but the magnitudes were smaller than those for insulin: OR
= 1.32, 95% CI: 1.27, 1.37, t = 14.4, P < 0.001. Compared with persons
in the 1st quantile of hypoxia, persons in higher quantiles had greater
chances of being obese: For persons in the 2nd quantile, OR = 1.37, 95%
CI: 1.25, 1.50, t = 6.8, P < 0.001; for persons in the 3rd quantile, OR =
1.65, 95% CI: 1.48, 1.84, t = 9.1, P < 0.001; and for persons in the 4th
quantile, OR = 2.13, 95% CI: 1.89, 2.40, t = 12.4, P < 0.001. Further,
fat consumption as a proxy of excess calories and the number of
prescription drugs were positively correlated with insulin and hypoxia.
The magnitude of these relationships was modest in comparison with
those of insulin and hypoxia to obesity, except for the relationship of
prescription drugs to hypoxia, OR = 1.42, t = 32.0, 95% CI: 1.39, 1.45,
P < 0.001. Exercise decreased the insulin level but increased hypoxia as
expected.

Discussion
The results of this analysis show that excess insulin coupled with
hypoxia is a significant catalyst for obesity. In addition, excess nutrients
and prescription drugs significantly increased both insulin and hypoxia
levels. By focusing on the primary function of insulin, our model’s
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Figure 3. Distribution of insulin (left) and hemoglobin A1C (right) by obesity status and by age (in 10s) with 95% confidence intervals. (Data source: National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey, 1999–2014.)

elucidation of the process of obesity is consistent with empirical data:
Excess nutrients relative to the energy demands and the oxygen supply
in all cells are likely to increase the chances of (1) glycogenesis and
lipogenesis, increasing cell weight and volume; (2) glycation, resulting
in increase in advanced glycation end products (AGEs); and (3) lactic
acid fermentation, resulting in reduced ATP but increases in lactic
acids. This process occurs in cytosol of all cells that generate energy for
their survival and operation.
The propensity of each mechanism under the condition of
intracellular excess nutrients and oxygen shortage is yet to be
elucidated; we suspect that the number of mitochondria and the
intercellular energy demand may be factors. For example, in a hepatic
cell that has mitochondria in thousands but requires a low level of
energy in comparison with a muscle cell, glycogenesis and lipogenesis
are more likely to occur. In a red blood cell that requires high energy
for movement but relies on glycolysis and fermentation due to the
lack of mitochondria, glycation is likely to prevail, as is evidenced by
the high level of glycation in red blood cells (i.e., hemoglobin A1c).
In white adipocytes, which require much less energy and where the
number of mitochondria is small, lipogenesis can prevail. In muscular
skeletal cells, which require a high level of energy, all three mechanisms
may be possible.
The first mechanism directly contributes to obesity by
accumulating triglycerides, which can have consequential effects by
increasing the volume and weight of adipocytes but minimal effects
on other cells because they are more stable than lipids and glycerol in
their bioactivities and they can be transferred to adipocytes. On the
contrary, the second mechanism (glycation) coupled with the third
(fermentation) can compromise cellular function by accumulating
AGEs [34]. Glycation itself is slow, owing to the infinitesimal size
of glucose and protein molecules in cytosol, but over time it can
accumulate enough AGEs, leading to the obesity-related complications
listed in Figure 1. Our model consistently explains the obesity process
and obesity-related complications by unifying the most important two
catalysts of metabolism. For example, the model is consistent with the
process of type 2 diabetes that consists of glycation and fermentation
due to excess insulin and a shortage of oxygen. The process leads to
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clinical indications including elevated A1C, swelling, inflammation,
low body temperature in extremities, infection, peripheral nerve
damage, loss of short-term memory, and depressive mood (Figure 4).
The causes of both obesity and type 2 diabetes are the same:
excess insulin and hypoxia. Obesity, however, can manifest itself
within several months, whereas type 2 diabetes develops over decades,
because lipogenesis is much faster than glycation. Therefore, the key to
controlling both obesity and type 2 diabetes is to control excess insulin
and hypoxia, which slows lipogenesis and glycation and can eventually
reverse the process of obesity and type 2 diabetes.
The NHANES data in Figure 5 illustrate the need for controlling
excess insulin to manage type 2 diabetes. People diagnosed with type 2
diabetes are classified into several groups according to combinations of
three types of diabetes drugs in addition to a no-medication group: (a)
metformin, (b) oral medications other than metformin, and (c) insulin.
The levels of glucose and insulin in the normal (without diabetes/
prediabetes and not on antidiabetic medication) are used as a reference
point at 100%, where the difference between glucose and insulin levels
is 0%. The levels of glucose and insulin in the no-medication group are
147% and 138%, respectively, a difference of +9% (i.e., more glucose);
for metformin only, 150% and 144%, respectively, with a difference
of +6%; and for oral drugs only, 146% and 144%, with a dfference of
+2%. The relationships between glucose and insulin in these groups
are consistent and stable, although both glucose and insulin are much
higher than normal. However, when insulin therapy is involved, the
relationship is inconsistent and unstable. In the insulin-only group,
the glucose and insulin levels jump to 188% and 303%, respectively,
with a difference of -115%; in the group with metformin plus insulin,
the levels are 191% and 334%, with a difference of -143%. This figure
clearly demonstrates that the detrimental effects of antidiabetic drugs
are mediated by excess insulin, which explains the 2–3 times higher
risks of cardiovascular mortality among those who receive antidiabetic
medicines [46].
Our findings explicate the linking mechanisms between excess
nutrients and obesity and type 2 diabetes. We have intentionally avoided
using the term insulin resistance, which is a homocentric misnomer
for excess insulin. Since the first observation that insulin resistance
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